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A Note from the Editor 

Welcome to 2020! A new year, with new 

challenges for the oil and gas industry as it 

navigates the regulatory, environmental, legal, 

and political landscape in California. Frankly, 

2019 left us all on our toes with the firing of the 

head of DOGGR and renewed attempts at the 

local and state levels to restrict oil and gas 

activities. Here’s to hoping that 2020 brings 

better tidings!  

As we reflect on 2019 and think ahead to 2020, 

we wanted to share this newsletter that 

summarizes some of the top stories to watch in 

2020 for the California oil and gas industry. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to 

reach out to any DCM attorney. 

 

-Michael Sherman 

Partner & Newsletter Editor 
Bio ǀ LinkedIn 

 

While a new agency name would typically just 

involve changing some letterhead and email 

addresses, the 

renaming of 

DOGGR to the 

California Geologic 

Energy Management 

Division 

(“CalGEM”) on 

January 1st 

represents a 

significant shift in 

the regulation of oil 

and gas in 

California. The State 

has committed itself 

to renewable energy targets and reducing GHG 

emissions. Consistent with these goals, CalGEM has 

a new mission that gives more flexibility in 

restricting oil and gas production in California (see 

the inset mission statement).1 We will be watching

closely in 2020 to see how CalGEM implements its new mission and, in particular, how this all plays out 

with new regulations and approving drilling and well stimulation permits.   

We didn’t actually need to wait long to see how CalGEM would pursue its new mission. In November 

2019, CalGEM announced new oil and gas initiatives that rely on CalGEM’s new mission and, in 

Governor Newsom’s words, will “strengthen oversight of oil and gas extraction as we phase out our 

dependence on fossil fuels….”2 

One of the new initiatives includes planned regulations to protect residents and communities near oil and 

gas extraction sites. CalGEM’s announcement specifically calls out prohibiting oil and gas activities 

within close proximity to homes, schools, hospitals, and parks, which presumably means increasing well 

setbacks from these types of receptors. If CalGEM adopts regulations to increase well setbacks, those 

regulations may be ripe for an unconstitutional takings challenge if the setbacks prevent the development 

of oil and gas. 

The rulemaking process will start with a series of pre-rulemaking workshops sometime in 2020, with new 

regulations expected later in 2020 according to CalGEM’s announcement. 

In response to complaints by environmental groups about approvals of well stimulation permits, Governor 

Newsom fired Supervisor Ken Harris from the top post at DOGGR/CalGEM in July 2019. In the 

aftermath, Newsom has insisted that he cannot unilaterally impose a moratorium on well stimulation 

permits but that appears to be exactly what has occurred based on significant delays for permit approvals 
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CalGEM’s New Mission: 
 

“Protecting public health and 

safety and environmental 

quality, including reduction 

and mitigation of greenhouse 

gas emissions associated with 

the development of 

hydrocarbon and geothermal 

resources in a manner that 

meets the energy needs of the 

state.” 
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in the past six months. A moratorium raises significant constitutional concerns and could be challenged as 

an unlawful takings. 

CalGEM also announced a new initiative for processing well stimulation permits. Experts at the 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory will review all pending well stimulation permit applications 

while there is an independent audit of CalGEM’s permitting processes.2 This additional layer of review 

inevitably will cause further delays for well stimulation permits.  

In addition to targeting well stimulation permits, CalGEM also imposed a moratorium on new extraction 

wells that use high-pressure cyclic steaming while CalGEM studies the relationship between surface 

expressions in the Cymric oil field and high-pressure cyclic steaming.  

Setbacks are not only a hot topic for CalGEM as discussed above, but the State Legislature and local 

governments also considered increasing well setback requirements in 2019. These efforts to increase well 

setbacks will continue throughout 2020. 

At the state level, a bill (AB 345) working its way through the Assembly would require all new oil and 

gas development and enhancement operations (i.e., fracking) to be located at least 2,500 feet from a 

residence, school, childcare facility, playground, hospital, or 

health clinic.3 After several amendments and referrals to 

various committees, the bill has not yet moved out of 

committee to a final vote before the Assembly.4 

At the local level, Ventura County is also considering 

increased well setbacks as discussed in the Coastal County 

Watch below. But the most noteworthy action may involve the 

City of Los Angeles. In December 2019, the L.A. City Council voted to explore new laws requiring larger 

buffers between oil and gas drilling operations and sensitive receptors (schools, residential areas).5 This 

vote comes in response to a July 2019 report prepared by the City’s Petroleum Administrator, who 

recommended a 600-foot setback distance from sensitive receptors for existing oil and gas wells and a 

1,500-foot setback distance for future oil and gas development. As acknowledged by the Petroleum 

Administrator’s report, these increased setbacks could potentially be challenged as unconstitutional 

takings and could require the City to pay significant amounts of compensation to mineral owners and 

lessees.6   

The action by the L.A. City Council is particularly noteworthy because Uduak-Joe Ntuk, the City’s 

Petroleum Administrator, authored the July 2019 report. Uduak-Joe Ntuk is now the State Oil & Gas 

Supervisor, so similar setback recommendations would not be surprising as a part of the planned CalGEM 

regulations discussed above. 

Local efforts to restrict oil and gas development, in particular in coastal counties, remain something to 

keep a close eye on in 2020. The past several years have seen some contentious fights over fracking and 

drilling bans, e.g., the fight over Measure Z in Monterey County.7 More recently, Ventura County 

imposed a temporary moratorium in early 2019 on drilling and redrilling wells for oil production utilizing 

steam injection in certain areas of the County, which the County later extended until December 2020 

pending a study by USGS of gas found in water wells.8 Neighboring Santa Barbara County is apparently 

waiting for the USGS report before taking any action on steam injection.9 

Ventura County is also considering significant changes to its general plan and zoning code to further 

restrict oil and gas development. At an August 2019 Board meeting, the Ventura County Board of 
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in anticipated constitutional takings 

claims with 1,500’ setback in L.A. 
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Supervisors directed staff to prepare general plan policies that would: (1) require a minimum 1,500-foot 

setback from homes and a 2,500-foot setback from schools for new oil wells; and (2) require new oil 

wells to use pipelines to convey oil and produced water (i.e. trucking not allowed).10 The Board has also 

directed staff to prepare zoning code amendments to require discretionary approval for modifications to 

oil and gas special use permits issued from 1947 through approximately 1966 and to also apply the 

County’s current oil development standards to those special use permits.11 The County’s Board of 

Supervisors will consider both the general plan and zoning code amendments sometime in 2020. 

These actions to restrict oil and gas activities could potentially be challenged by oil and gas operators, 

e.g., as unconstitutional takings or if the local governments fail to follow land use and environmental 

review laws before implementing changes. 

In 2019, the Trump Administration ended a five-year moratorium on leasing federal lands in California 

for oil and gas development. This comes as no surprise given Trump’s many statements promoting 

American energy independence and in support of the oil and gas industry and fracking in particular. 

The moratorium ended when the BLM in October 2019 

opened over 700,000 acres of federal lands to new oil 

and gas development primarily in Fresno, Monterey and 

San Benito Counties.12 Environmental groups have 

already filed a lawsuit challenging the October 2019 

decision.13 

In December 2019, the BLM also released an additional 

analysis of the potential environmental impacts from fracking on federal lands in California.14 The 

additional analysis resolves a lawsuit over the BLM’s 2014 Bakersfield Field Office Resource 

Management Plan. Under the plan, approximately one million acres of federal lands are now open for oil 

and gas leasing in the Bakersfield BLM Field Office planning area. Litigation over this decision is as 

certain as death and taxes. 

The State Lands Commission – the State entity charged with administering State lands, including leases 

for State owned lands and offshore oil and gas leases in State waters – became the latest battleground 

between California and the Trump Administration last year. In response to Trump’s plans to open up 

federal lands in California to more drilling and, potentially, hydraulic fracturing, California adopted a new 

law to restrict the State Lands Commission from aiding oil and gas development on certain federal lands.   

Specifically, the new law prohibits the State Lands Commission from entering into leases or other 

conveyances for State lands that authorize “new 

construction of oil- and gas-related infrastructure … to 

support production of oil and natural gas upon federal lands 

that are designated as, or were at any time designated as, 

federally protected lands.”15   

In addition to these restrictions, the State Legislature 

adopted new criteria for transferring State oil and gas leases 

and new requirements for releasing transferors from liability 

under those leases.16 

The State Lands Commission will remain a tough place in 

2020 for oil and gas development. Commission members have spoken out against further oil and gas 
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“I support the policy that no oil and 

gas product from new offshore drilling 

ever makes landfall in California, and 

I support an oil extraction fee so Big 

Oil pays its fair share.” 

 -Lt. Governor Eleni Kounalakis, 

State Lands Commission Member 
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development and, in particular, oppose offshore drilling plans proposed by the U.S. Department of 

Interior along the California coast.17 

The State Water Resources Control Board in 2019 finally adopted new rules for a 

State wetland definition and permitting procedures related to the discharge of 

dredged or fill material to waters of the State.18 The rules come after nearly a 

decade of consideration by the State Board and counters a plan by the Trump 

Administration to curtail the scope of the federal Clean Water Act. It also 

provides a good example of federalism in the environmental context: where 

the federal government steps out, California will surely step in! 

The new permitting procedures go into effect on May 28, 2020, with 

public training and guidance on the procedures occurring in Spring 

2020.19 Of course, that assumes the new definition and permitting 

procedures survive a pending lawsuit brought by various irrigation 

districts and the City and County of San Francisco.20 If 

implemented, project developers should expect long wait times in 

obtaining a permit for any project that fills waters of the State --- 

something which is very broad and basically encompasses any type of 

current and historical water body and place that could potentially have 

water, such as historic floodplains.   
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Oversimplified, 

but not too far 

from the truth! 

State Waters 

+ Federal 

waters 

Is water here? 

Has water ever been here? 

Could water ever be here 

(even hypothetically)? 

The DCM Oil & Gas Group  
 

Michael Sherman 

Josh Baker Tom Henry Tracy Hunckler 

Ralph Nevis Carlin Yamachika 

Josh counsels clients on 

all types of upstream 

and midstream 

agreements, title,  

acquisition and 

financing matters, and 

oil and gas leases. 

 

Tom’s practice 

involves permitting, 

environmental review 

(CEQA/NEPA), and 

resolving other land 

use, title, and 

regulatory issues. 

 

Tracy is a seasoned 

litigator in state, 

federal, appellate, 

probate, private 

arbitration, and 

administrative 

forums. 

 

 

Carlin has extensive 

experience with 

financing, 

acquisitions, title, 

and negotiating and 

drafting agreements 

for transactions. 

 

 

Michael focuses on 

title, leasing, 

purchase/sale,  

BLM/federal lands, 

and endangered 

species issues for oil 

and gas projects. 

 

Ralph represents 

clients in federal and 

state civil actions, 

with an emphasis on 

eminent domain, real 

property, energy, and 

appeals. 
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Endnotes – enjoy for more reading on the stories discussed above! 
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